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Abstract
This work proposes and shows that thermomagnetic convection could be used in zero
gravity to cool components of a Hall-effect thruster. A ferrofluid cavity was develop in the
thermal and geometric model of a Hall-effect thruster. Simulations show that with an Ionic
Liquid Ferrofluid after two minutes of thruster operations thermomagnetic convection
occurs and in zero gravity will produce a larger velocity then natural convection that occurs
in earth gravity. However, experiments did not result in heat transfer enhancement due to
the limitation of the ferrofluid. Replacement of the Ferrotec EFH1 dispersant with
dodecylbenzene did not result in Ionic Liquid Ferrofluid equivalent ferrofluid and did not
lower of vapor pressure as intended and limited test to 60 °C. This limitation did not allow
for the fluid to experience the largest difference in magnetic susceptibility that occurs near
the Curie temperature.

ix

1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Ferrofluids were originally created in 1965 by Solomon S. Papell while working
with NASA on a solution to migrate fuel towards the outlet of a rocket in zero gravity [1].
Since their invention, ferrofluids have been used in several other areas including being used
to cool and improve the sound quality of speakers [2], create targetable medication [3],
cool computer chips [4], and separate materials in heterogeneous mixtures [5].
The first U.S. built Hall-effect Thruster (HET) was used on the Air Force Research
Lab’s TacSat- 2 satellite in December of 2006. More recently, a Hall-effect thruster was
used to salvage the mission of the Air Force Advanced Extremely High Frequency (AEHF)
satellite after the main thruster failed in 2012 [6, 7].
Overheating of the magnetic circuit is one design challenge for an HET. This work
proposes using ferrofluids for cooling the HET’s magnetic circuits. Currently, Hall-effect
thrusters are cooled by conduction in the body of the thruster through the satellite body and
radiated to space. Several studies have attempted to cool an HET by adding large pieces of
copper or creating fins to increase surface area. This researcher has not found any articles
on cooling HETs using other methods to include heat pipes or electrohydrodynamic
cooling [8, 9] . This method adds weight and requires more real estate for the thruster,
which requires more fuel and increases cost.
Typically, an HET is cylindrically shaped (Figure 1.1a). Electromagnets are
arranged externally around the thruster on the base plate of the thruster, with the main
thruster body at the center forming part of the magnetic circuit (Figure 1.1b). The other
half of the magnetic circuit runs through the base plate, the bottom of the thruster, the inner
core, and a top plate connecting back to the top of the external electromagnets. The gap
created by the outer wall and inner core creates an annular channel. A cathode attached to
the thruster releases electrons that are than trapped in the magnetic field created across of
the gap of the annular channel. These electrons collide with propellant, typically an inert
1

gas like xenon, released near the bottom of the channel. This interaction of gas and
electrons creates ions that are ejected out of the channel due to the electric field creating
thrust and heat.

a)

b)

Figure 1-1 a) Schematic of a cross section of a typical radially symmetric Halleffect thruster. b) Top view of Hall-effect thruster
The body of the thruster makes up the magnetic circuit, so keeping it cool and under
the Curie temperature is critical to the thruster operations. The heat produced by thruster
operation causes a decrease in magnetization of the magnet circuit. Research and
development of HETs has shown that the top of the inner core is the hottest part of the
thruster, becoming the most critical part to cool due to the fact that it is part of the magnetic
circuit [10].
Ferrofluids are used in heat transfer application because the nanoparticles in the
presence of a magnetic field can enhance the heat transfer capability of the fluid.
Ferrofluids are a type of nanofluid. Nanofluids contain nanoparticles coated in a surfactant.
These coated particles are placed in a carrier fluid called the dispersant. Ferrofluids contain
ferromagnetic nanoparticles. The surfactant coating on these ferromagnetic particles allows
the fluid to behave magnetically. The particles do not clump like typical iron filings would
in the presences of a magnetic field. The particles maintain a distance as large as the
surfactant coating, allowing the particles to maintain a fluid motion under the presence of
a magnetic field.
2

Natural convection occurs because the temperature gradient in the fluid creates a
density difference in the liquid. Warm fluid is less dense then cold fluid, typically gravity
causes the less dense (warm) fluid to migrate up while the denser (cold) fluid settles
resulting in the convective flow. This convective flow enhances heat transfer more than
simple conduction. This convective motion does not occur in simple conduction.
Natural convection requires gravity to occur. Thermomagnetic convection is a form
of convection that occurs in ferrofluids due to the present of a magnetic field and the
difference in magnetic susceptibility created by a temperature gradient. Meaning
thermomagnetic convection would occur in microgravity because it does not depend on
gravity to occur.
Consider a reservoir of ferrofluid. At the left wall of the reservoir there exists a high
magnetic field, and on the right wall there is a low magnetic field. The left wall is held at
high temperature, and the right wall is held at a cold temperature. The ferrofluid along the
hot wall has a lower magnetic susceptibility than the fluid along the cold wall. These cooler
particles move in towards the high magnetic field, pushing out the heated particles, creating
a convective cell. This process is called thermomagnetic convection. Thermomagnetic
convection will have the greatest effect when there is a temperature gradient such that the
high temperature is located near a high magnetic field and the low temperature is located
near a low magnetic field.
A HET has a U-shaped void within the annular channel that could be filled by a
ferrofluid cavity (Figure 1-1). The cavity would experience a high magnetic field where
the maximum temperature would also occur. This happens near the top of the annular
channel, near the top of the inner core (center of the thruster). The cavity would also have
a region of lower magnetic field and lower temperature, located near the bottom of the
thruster. This temperature difference and magnetic field create conditions that lead to
thermomagnetic convection.
Ferrofluids come in many different types. The nanoparticles used in a ferrofluid can
be chosen to fit a specific application. Typical applications, but not generally cooling
3

applications, have been using

nanoparticles which are easily produced. Researchers

using ferrofluids in cooling applications have found that modifying

to increase the

Curie temperature yielding temperature sensitive ferrofluids. Temperature sensitive
ferrofluids are fluid with a nanoparticle curie temperature below the decomposition or
boiling temperature of the fluid. Recently, researcher at the University of Sydney created
a stable ferrofluid of

nanoparticles with an ionic liquid [11]. This ferrofluid was

able to withstand higher temperature due to the decomposition temperature of the ionic
liquid being higher than typical fluids used for ferrofluids. This ferrofluid can now
withstand high temperatures with simply made

nanoparticles. This ferrofluid is

ideal for the proposed application.
This work proposes an application would not need additional space because it
would fill a void that already exists in the thruster design. This free convective setup would
not require any additional pumps that a forced convective set up would. There is also no
power requirement because this application would use the existing magnetic field. The only
additional weight is that of the fluid and the container that holds it. Interestingly, the weight
of Ionic Liquid Ferrofluid (ILFF) needed (~63.4 g) would be less than 3% of a single ¼
inch copper plate double the size of the back of the thruster used as to radiate heat (~1845
g).

1.2 Literature Review
There is a large body of research on ferrofluids for heat transfer applications,
however few for applications for microgravity environments and cooling Hall-effect
thrusters. Recent research may reveal if the conditions within the proposed cavity are ideal
for thermomagnetic convection. Research will also show what conditions will be optimal
for heat transfer enhancement.
1.2.1 Strength of the Magnetic Field and Temperature Difference
Numerical and experimental studies have shown the effect of both large and small
magnetic fields and temperature differences [12-14]. Hadavand analytically showed that
4

thermomagnetic convection will dominate over natural convection in a convective cell
[12]. His set up included a square cavity with 2 mm long walls, with the top and the bottom
wall adiabatic, the left and right wall were held at a constant temperature. The left wall was
held at a warmer temperature than the right wall. An electromagnet created a dipole
moment in the middle of the bottom wall below the cavity, which created a non-uniform
magnetic field. He varied the magnetic field strength from 0 to .2 A/m (0-.002 Gauss). He
also varied the temperature difference from 15-90 K. He found that in the presence of
gravity, for large temperature differences and large magnetic fields, the average Nusselt
number was also large [12]. Large Nusselt number means that convection dominated heat
transfer.
Ashouri showed that thermomagnetic convection will dominate in the convective
cell using a semi-implicit finite volume numerical method for a free convective case [13].
His setup was like Hadavand’s setup; Ashouri had a square cavity with top and bottom
walls adiabatic, the left wall held at a constant temperature. The right wall was the cold
wall, but it was not held at any constant temperature. Ashouri also had a permanent magnet
placed symmetrically under the bottom wall producing a non-uniform magnetic field
within the cavity. Ashouri found that in zero-gravity conditions the magnetic field must be
larger than a threshold value to create a thermomagnetic convective cell. The magnitude of
the threshold magnetic field is dependent on many factors including the composition of the
nanoparticles, the viscosity of the ferrofluid, and volume fraction of the nanoparticles[13].
Krauzina conducted an experiment demonstrating a free convective case, in a
thermally isolated sphere, in order to isolate the magnetic effect [14]. A heat exchanger
was placed on the top and bottom of the sphere. This setup was also sandwiched by an
electromagnet on the top and bottom. Using a uniform magnetic field and heating from the
bottom, they proved that thermomagnetic convection and natural convection cancel each
other and inhibit heat transfer. With no magnetic field and heated from the top, the
ferrofluid increased heat transfer by 10% compared to the carrier fluid without
nanoparticles. In the presences of a large magnetic field, the ferrofluid increased heat
transfer by a factor of two.
5

Both numerical studies and Krauzina’s experimental study show that for a large
enough magnetic field and temperature difference, thermomagnetic convection will
dominate in the convective cell. These conditions exist in an HET. In an HET, the magnetic
field strength near the top of the gap of the annular channel is normally larger than 8000
A/m (100 Gauss). The field within the proposed cavity would be non-uniform with the
largest magnetic field occurring near the top of the annular channel. The proposed
ferrofluid cavity is like the setup used by Tomaszewski. He achieved a temperature
difference of 298 K in a 200W thruster between the thruster body near the exit of the
annular channel and the bottom of the thruster body [10, 15].
1.2.2 Shape of the Cavity
The shape of the cavity is not fixed, but it is limited by the thruster design. Optimal
cavity shapes are those that enhance heat transfer more for the given application. Multiple
optimal cavity shapes have been explored by Banerjee, Mojumber and Kruazina for nonHET cooling applications [16-19].
In a free convective case, Banerjee numerically showed that the shape of the cavity
had an influence on the shape and size of the thermomagnetic convective cell and location
of heat dissipation [16]. Banerjee tested a square cavity and a rectangle cavity. In
Banerjee’s setup, he placed a line dipole near the bottom of the cavity creating a nonuniform magnetic field. Both the top and the bottom walls were adiabatic while the left and
right walls were cold walls. Two heaters were place symmetrically on the bottom wall. The
square cavity created a convective cell such that the heat was dissipated through the heat
sink, as expected. However, in the rectangular cavity, the heat dissipated through the wall
near the heat source, which was an unwanted result when trying to cool the heat source.
This demonstrates the importance of cavity shape.
In a free convective case, Mojumder numerically studied a semi-circle cavity using
finite element analysis [17]. He placed two half-moon shaped heaters on the flat bottom
surface of the semi-circle cavity (Figure 1-2). After studying heat transfer of different
shapes, Mojumder chose two half-moon shaped heaters because it showed the greatest heat
6

transfer enhancement. The bottom surface was adiabatic, the round upper surface was held
at a substantially lower temperature then the heaters. In this study, he varied the angle of
the magnetic field on the cavity. Under the influence of gravity, he found the optimal angle
(θ) for the magnetic field for heat transfer enhancement was 45° (Figure 1-2).

Figure 1-2 Shape of Mojumder Cavity
Additionally, Mojumder studied a C-shaped cavity using a cobalt-kerosene
ferrofluid [18]. The C-shaped cavity was created out of a square with a notch cut out of the
right wall (Figure 1-3). The top and bottom wall and the remaining portion of the right wall
were adiabatic. The left wall was held at a high temperature and the notch was held at a
low temperature. For a ferrofluid with 15% volume fraction, Mojumder found that the
ferrofluid enhanced heat transfer more than just the dispersant and natural convection.

Figure 1-3 C-shaped cavity of Mojumder study
Kruazina, experiment described in 1.2.1, and Bozhko studied the effect of the
magnetic field on a fluid in a spherical cavity [14, 19]. They concluded that the location of
7

the heat source had a noticeable enhancement in heat transfer. The above discussed
literature has diversity in cavity shapes with comparable success in heat transfer
enhancement. The shape of the proposed ferrofluid cavity and the conditions in a HET for
magnetic field and heat source were not specifically studied by other researchers, although
the conditions used here are comparable. A numerical study of the proposed cavity will be
covered in chapter two to explore what cavity shape will create conditions for
thermomagnetic convection to occur.
1.2.3 Position of the Magnetic Field
The magnetic field’s orientation is fixed and cannot be changed without modifying
the thruster’s operation and design. Research done for other applications shows
enhancement in heat transfer for different locations of heat sources and magnetic field
source. In a forced convective case, Li and Xuan experimentally tested the orientation of
the magnetic field. Ferrofluid flowed through a rectangular pipe [20]. In the pipe was a fine
tungsten wire that was heated and perpendicular to the flow of the fluid. They concluded
that in a uniform magnetic field there is little enhancement to heat transfer compared with
natural convection. If the magnetic field is in line with the flow, heat transfer is
significantly increased which validated Mohammad’s mathematical model [21].
Sheikhnejad studied a 1-meter long section of horizontal pipe [22]. He wrapped the
pipe with a heater rope to produce a constant heat flux. The fluid flowed past a non-uniform
magnetic field perpendicular to the pipe. Thermocouples were then placed every 10 cm
after the magnet. He also added a piece of porous material and noted that the combined
method increased the heat transfer by a factor of 2.4. He noted that a different placement
of the magnet along the pipe could further enhance heat transfer.
Li and Sheikhnejad’s studies show that the fluid flows in-line with the magnetic
field. For the proposed application in a HET, this means that flow will initially be in line
with the magnetic field across the top of the cavity before hitting the wall of the cavity.
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Yang used COMSOL simulations to model simple thermomagnetic convection in
a beaker [23]. Yang placed a beaker of ferrofluid on a heat sink and placed a heat source
on the surface of the fluid. She varied the position of the magnet along the height of the
beaker creating a non-uniform magnetic field in the fluid. She showed that the optimal
position of the magnet was half way between the heat source and the heat sink. Yang also
conducted a test with different volumes with the magnet placed near the top of the fluid
and found that the optimal aspect ratio for thermomagnetic convection was when the
diameter of the beaker and the height of the fluid were similar [23]. She verified these
simulations with experiments. Both experimentally and analytically, she proved that
thermomagnetic convection would dominate convection in 150 ml and less of ferrofluid.
Although the position of the magnetic field cannot be changed in the proposed
cavity, Yang’s experiment showed that thermomagnetic convection would still occur when
the heat source and the high magnetic field are in the same location. A numerical study of
the proposed cavity will be conducted and covered in chapter two to ensure the magnetic
field and heat source locations will create conditions for thermomagnetic convection to
occur.
1.2.4 Volume Fraction
In a free convective case, Sheikoleslami analytically, using the Lattice Boltzmann
method, shows that volume fraction and size of the nanoparticles affect heat transfer
capability [24]. In his study, he used a square cavity heated from the bottom with a
magnetic source above the square cavity. He found that the Nusselt number decreased with
increased volume fraction and increased particle size. Implying that to increase convective
heat transfer the size of the particles needs to decrease and the volume fraction of the
nanoparticles needs to increase. For the proposed application, the ferrofluid should have
small nanoparticles and an increased volume fraction to maximize heat transfer.
In the forced convective case, Sheikhnejad demonstrated that an increase in volume
fraction of nanoparticles enhances heat transfer; however, he also found that this decreases
9

the viscosity of the fluid [22, 25, 26]. In free convection, lower viscosity liquids would
require more force to induce thermomagnetic convection, thus requiring higher magnetic
fields. In a HET, the magnetic field is at a set strength; however, the volume fraction of the
fluid can be adjusted to maximize heat transfer.
1.2.5 Bloch Law Difference
Magnetic saturation of coated nanoparticles has been shown to be different than the
bulk material. In a free convective case, D. Ortega studied the size and surfactant coatings
of both maghemite and magnetite to find a relationships between the temperature and the
magnetization saturation of the bulk particles [27]. He found that the ferrofluid studied did
not follow Bloch’s law. Bloch’s law establishes a relation between magnetization
saturation of the bulk particles and the temperature experienced by those particles. The
conclusion was that ferrofluids have different Bloch exponents due to the reduced size of
the particles. This temperature dependent magnetization would affect magnetization of the
fluid. The equations developed by Ortega are used later in this chapter to define
temperature dependent magnetization of the ferrofluid.
1.2.6 Temperature Sensitive Ferrofluids
Upadhyay developed a temperature sensitive ferrofluid; he states:
In certain applications (e.g. energy conversion devices) it is necessary to
use a fluid with a large pyro magnetic coefficient, i.e., with a high saturation
magnetization and low Curie temperature. Magnetite particles are
unsuitable for this purpose since they have Curie temperature higher than
the boiling point of a carrier liquid.
Upadhyay develops a ferrofluid with a 340K Curie temperature and saturation
magnetization of 150 G. Many other studies have developed specific nanoparticles with
lower Curie temperature in an effort to enhance heat transfer [28].
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1.2.7 Microgravity
Theng Yee Chong shows experimentally in microgravity the direction of the
magnetic field influences the motion of the fluid [29]. Theng put a drop of ferrofluid on
the north and south poles of a magnet, with the north side on top of the magnet. They
performed these tests in an airplane that flew in a parabola to create microgravity for 1020 seconds. When a droplet or small volume of ferrofluid is placed near a magnetic field,
it creates spikes on the fluid surface. These spikes are the nanoparticles aligning with the
magnetic field lines of the magnet. Theng showed that more spikes developed on the
surface on the North Pole (top side) than the South Pole (bottom side) in micro gravity.
This showed that the direction of the magnetic field affects the fluid response in
microgravity.
In the proposed application the magnetic field strength has a fixed range that the
thruster requires to operate correctly. The direction of the magnetic field and strength of
the heat source are set by the thruster design. The response of the ferrofluid is a function
of direction and location of the magnetic field, this will inform the design of the proposed
application.
In a free convective case, Odenbach experimented in drop towers and sounding
rockets [30]. Odenbach created a ferrofluid cavity in between two cylinders (Figure 1-4).
The inner cylinder was heated, and the outer cylinder was held at constant temperature by
a latent heat reservoir. He created an azimuthal magnetic field, which in turn created a
radial magnetic field gradient. Zero gravity test are limited to 10-20 secs. Odenbach
showed that the results from 10-20 secs was enough to prove that thermomagnetic
convection current was established but not long enough to comment on heat transfer
enhancement.

11

Figure 1-4 Odenbach Experimental Cavity
Drop towers, sounding rockets, and planes have been used in an attempt to prove
these theories in microgravity and all three approaches state that 20-30 seconds is enough
time to see the onset of thermomagnetic convection [29, 30]. Longer tests are needed to
demonstrate the effect on heat transfer. The system needs to attain a steady state to see the
heat transfer enhancements, which cannot be achieved in 20-30 seconds. The system would
need 20-30 minutes depending on the size of the system.
In Suslov’s article, he lays out a plan to conduct ground-based work to prove that
certain applications will work in space [31]. He supports results of experimental work on
earth but emphasizes validating them with simulations. The simulations isolate the effects
that would occur in microgravity and ignore those caused by gravity. Ultimately, he
advocates for experimentation in zero gravity, specifically on the International Space
Station to observe the isolated effect of the magnet field on the ferrofluid and to test
application that ferrofluids are well suited for heat transfer application in space.
This work on cooling on a HET will include a numerical study conducted in
COMSOL Multiphysics and an experimental study using a thermal model of a HET
(Chapter 2). According to Odenbach, further research could be conducted in microgravity
by using sounding rockets and drops towers.
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1.3 Thermomagnetic convection
1.3.1 Magnetization of the fluid and volume force equation
The magnetic field exerts a force on the fluid, specifically the nanoparticles, which
cause it to react to magnetic fields as described above. This body force is what causes
thermomagnetic convection. Rosensweig states that the body force is equal to [32]
H

f body

H

 dM 
 [0  [ v 
 dH]  0  MdH]  0 MH
 dv 
0
0

(1.1)

where  0 is the permeability of free space, M is the magnetization, H is the magnetic
field strength, and v is volume.
Because we are concerned with a liquid that is largely incompressible, we can drop
the first term and the body force becomes:
 H

f m = 0  -  MdH + M H  .
 0


(1.2)

We can expand the integral term:
H

H

0

0

  MdH = M H +  MdH ,

M 

 M (T , H )  M (T , H )  T  M (T , H )


T ,
x
T
x
T

(1.3)

(1.4)

where T is the temperature. When equation 1.4 is put into equation 1.3 we obtain
H

H

M
TdH
T
0

  MdH  M H  
0

(1.5)

The magnetization also can be represented by the magnetic susceptibility
M(T, H) =  (T, H)H ,
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(1.6)

where  is the magnetic susceptibility. With some manipulation

 (  (T , H ) H )
TdH ,
T
0

H

H

  MdH  M H  
0

(1.7)

 (T , H )
dH ,
T

(1.8)

 (T , H )
HdH .
T

0

(1.9)

H

 M H   TH
0

H

 M H  T 

If we insert this back into body force equation, we obtain:

 (T , H )
HdH ]  0 M H

T
0

H

f m  0 [M H  T 
The µ

(1.10)

terms cancels out and the body force term becomes:

 (T , H )
HdH
T
0

H

f m  0T 

(1.11)

Equation Error! Reference source not found.(1.11) shows that the body force is a
function of the strength of the magnetic field (H), the temperature gradient (

), and the

magnetic susceptibility is a function of both temperature and the magnetic field ( ( , )).
This equation also shows that the direction of force is along the thermal gradient.
We need to establish an equation for magnetic susceptibility as a function of
temperature and H ( ( , )). Equation (1.6) shows that ( ( , )) is a function of
magnetization (M) and (H). Rosensweig defines the magnetization of a ferrofluid by the
Langevin function:

1
M (T , H )  (coth( )  ) M d
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(1.12)

o M d Hd 3
mH
 (
)
T
kT
where ϕ is the proportion of nanoparticles by volume and

(1.13)

is the saturations

magnetization of the bulk particles, k is the Boltzmann constant and µ is the permeability
of free space [6]. Alpha represent the energy ratio mH/kT. The magnitude of the magnetic
moment(m) multiplied by the applied field (H) is the magnetic potential energy. Boltzmann
constant (k) multiplied by the temperature (T) is the kinetic thermal energy.
1.3.2 Magnetization of nanoparticles as function of temperature
The only unknown in equation (1.12) is M d , the saturation magnetization of the
bulk magnetic particles. Until recently M d was a chosen as to replicate the bulk magnetic
saturation of the chosen ferromagnetic material or it was held constant because of small
temperature difference in the application for cooling. However, magnetic saturation of
ferromagnetic materials changes with temperature. Magnetic saturation of the bulk
magnetic particles ( M d ) is thus temperature dependent and also varies depending on the
surfactant coating.
As explained previously, Ortega expands on a relationship between the saturation
magnetization and temperature of the nanoparticles within a ferrofluid [27]. The
relationship that described the magnetic saturations of nanoparticles in a fluid is Bloch’s
Law, which states:

T
Md (T )  Md (0)(1 ( )3/2 )
Tc

(1.14)

Ortega proves Bloch’s law needs to be modified, after several experiments in the
temperature range of 25 K to 350 K, as follows for oleic acid-coated Fe2 O3 nanoparticles:

M d (T )  31.72(1  2.59e 6T 2 )
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(1.15)

The magnetic saturation of the bulk magnetic nanoparticles decreases with the
increase in temperature (Figure 1.5). As the temperature rises the saturation magnetization
decreases. If the magnetization of entire fluid is not homogenous, thermomagnetic
convection can occur. If there is a difference in magnetic susceptibility within the fluid
thermomagnetic convection can occur. However, it will only enhance heat transfer when
the difference in magnetic susceptibility is large enough to produce a heat transfer rate
higher than conduction in zero-gravity and natural convection in earth gravity. It will also
enhance heat transfer is there is a decrease maximum temperature as compared to
conduction in zero-gravity and natural convection in earth gravity. This difference in
magnetization creates movement in the fluid without gravity. The body force on the fluid
with Fe2 O3 nanoparticles can now be fully defined by equations (1.11), (1.12), (1.13), and
(1.15).

Figure 1-5 Magnetic saturation of bulk magnetic particles (Md(T)) vs temperature
1.3.3 Magnetic properties of the fluid
Magnetic saturation of the fluid decreases with increased temperature (Figure 1-6).
Figure 1-6 shows the magnetization of the ferrofluid versus magnetic field at various
temperature. The fluids’ magnetization plot is similar to other magnetic materials, further
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showing that the liquid has magnetic behaviors. The figure also shows that saturations
occurs around 3 10 A/m. The maximum magnetic field strength in the proposed ferrofluid
cavity is around 5.5 10 A/m.

Figure 1-6 Magnetization versus the magnetic field strength
As the magnetic field strength increases, the magnetic susceptibility decreases
(Figure 1-7). As the magnetic field strength increases and reaches magnetic saturation,
there is a quicker decline in magnetic susceptibility. As seen from the studies above, large
temperature differences enhanced heat transfer more than smaller temperature differences.
The large temperature difference leads to larger differences in magnetic susceptibility
(Figure 1.7). As temperature increases, the magnetic susceptibility decreases. Near the
Curie temperature the magnetic susceptibility drops more quickly. Strong convective flow
will occur when the temperature is near the curie temperature, because of this sharp
difference in magnetic susceptibility. The temperature range of a system should encompass
this temperature range so that thermomagnetic convection can be optimized.
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a)

b)

Figure 1-7 a) Magnetic susceptibility (Chi) vs magnetic field (A/m) strength for ILFF b)
Magnetic susceptibility vs temperature (K) for ILFF
These two effects combined lead to thermomagnetic convection. Increasing the
magnetic field to around the saturation magnetization and increasing the temperature
difference will lead to a greater thermomagnetic convective cell. However, the temperature
range of the gradient should encompass the Curie temperature of the nanoparticles and be
large enough to see a significant change in magnetic susceptibility (Figure 1-8).

Figure 1-8 Magnetization of the Ferrofluid versus the temperature at various magnetic
field strength
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In the proposed ferrofluid cavity, the magnetic field strength is set by the design of
the HET. The material of the nanoparticles in the fluid could be chosen so that the magnetic
saturation is equal to or slightly above the magnetic field strength of the HET in order to
create conditions for maximum difference in magnetic susceptibility. This would allow the
system to see strong convective cells because of the sharp change in magnetic susceptibility
that occurs near the Curie temperature. The ferrofluid should also be designed so that the
curie temperature of the fluid is near the maximum temperatures of the system is so take
advantage of the sharp drop in magnetic susceptibility
1.3.4 Other magnet dependent properties of ferrofluid
The fluid is defined by other physical properties of the fluid; viscosity and thermal
conductivity are also influenced by the magnetic field. The viscosity of the fluid will
increase the force needed to induce thermomagnetic convection. Seval Genc defines
dynamic viscosity of a ferrofluid by

 ff 

f
1
   L ( )
3 2
1
 
 2  1   1   L( )
 
2

(1.16)

 ff =dynamic viscosity of the ferrofluid,  f = dynamic viscosity of the dispersant,  is
equal to the equation above, Equation (1.13) [33].
Seval Genc uses effective medium theory to come up with an equation for the
thermal conductivity of a ferrofluid [33]. This equation is a function of volume fraction
and properties of both fluid and nanoparticles.

 1  2 
 
 f
 1   
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(1.17)



 p  f
 p  2 f

(1.18)

 p = thermal conductivity of the nanoparticles and  f = thermal conductivity of
the dispersant, while  is the thermal conductivity of the ferrofluid.
The density of the ferrofluid is calculated with temperature dependent density
equation:

 ff T  

 f T0 

  T  T  *    1
0

F

 f is the density of the liquid,  ff is the thermal expansion coefficient, T0 is the
reference temperature.
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(1.19)

2 Numerical Simulations
2.1 Simulations Setup
COMSOL Multiphysics was used to conduct the numerical simulations of the test
thruster. A 2-D axisymmetric model was created for the following simulations (Figure 21). The volume force equation (1.11)Error! Reference source not found. was a volume
force in the laminar flow module. This along with magnetic susceptibility (Equation (1.6)
) defined the motion of the particles in the fluid. The coils were multi-turn coils in the
magnetic field module. The electromagnetic heat source module coupled the magnetic field
and the heat transfer modules to compute the heat produced by the coils. Maxwell’s
equations defined the magnetic field and the magnetic interactions between the fluid and
the magnetic field in the magnetic fields module. The non-isothermal module coupled the
heat and laminar flow of the ferrofluid using Naiver-Stokes equations.

Figure 2-1 2D axis symmetric view of simulation setup
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The heat within the annular channel was modeled as a heat source (Figure 2-1). All
surfaces that were not in contact with another part of the thruster (outer surfaces) were
radiative surfaces with emissivity of .01 for copper surfaces and .31 for steel surfaces
(Figure 2-1). The initial temperature of both the thruster and the vacuum was room
temperature. The copper channel and the two coils are copper, the inner seal is Kalrez and
the outer seal is Viton, the ferrofluid was given physical properties specific to the chosen
ferrofluid, all other pieces are steel. The flow within the cavity is laminar flow. Several
studies define the motion of the fluid in a free convective cavity or enclosure as laminar
flow [34]. The fluid was incompressible as stated previously in chapter one. Figure 2-2
shows the magnetic field lines and field strength throughout the thruster.

Figure 2-2 a) Magnetic field strength plot (A/m) b) magnetic field line plot with 15A
inner coil and 10 A outer coil power setting
To validate the equation derived in chapter one, the simplified setup used by Yang
was recreated and simulated with the previously derived equations (Equations (1.2) and
(1.15)) [23]. The magnet in this set up was placed at the top on the side of the fluid
reservoir. Yang’s experimental results discussed in chapter one, were compared to the
simulation and showed around a 27 Kelvin temperature difference for the 5 cm high fluid
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and 22 Kelvin temperature difference for the 10 cm high fluid (Table 2-1). This showed
that the equations derived could model thermomagnetic convection.
Table 2-1 Comparison of Yang experimental results and simulations
Ferrofluid height

Yang Experimental Steady state

Simulations Steady state

(cm)

temperature (K)*

temperature (K)

5

~410

383

10

~455

433

*date from a graph in Yang paper
Typical operating temperatures for a 200W HET are about 770K (496oC/1418oF)
near the top of the inner core [10]. This temperature is maintained for prolonged periods.
The problem with this high temperature is the temperature at which the ferrofluid will
decompose. If the system temperature is above the decomposition (break-down)
temperature of the chosen ferrofluid, then the fluid will decompose and not produce
thermomagnetic convection.
As stated above in chapter one, researchers are currently making low Curie
temperature nanoparticles in lieu of finding a fluid that can handle high temperatures. They
are doing this so that they can maximize the large difference in magnetic susceptibility near
the Curie temperature. Most dispersants decompose at temperatures much lower than the
Curie temperature of simple iron-based nanoparticles. Fluids decompose at temperatures
that cause the bounds between the individual elements to break and fluid to decompose
into those elements.
The Curie temperature of maghemite

is around 645 oC [35]. If these easy

produced nanoparticles are used for proposed application, the fluid would need a
decomposition temperature higher than 645 oC. Ionic Liquid Ferrofluid (ILFF) have
decomposition temperatures around this range. ILFFs have also been proven to produce
stable ferrofluids [11].
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The ferrofluid used for these simulations was EMIM-NTF2 ionic liquid[11]. Ionic
liquids break down at much higher temperatures. EMIM-NTF2 decomposition temperature
is 728K (455oC/851oF). The Curie temperature of maghemite

is around 645oC[35].

The maximum temperature of the system (770K) exceeds the Curie temperature of the
fluid, allowing for the fluid to be in a temperature region that experiences a large drop in
magnetic susceptibility near the Curie temperature [10]. The maximum system temperature
is only slightly above the decomposition temperature of the ionic liquid. In COMSOL the
ferrofluid was defined by its material properties (Table 2-2).
Table 2-2 Material Properties of ILFF
Property

Equation

Units

Dynamic Viscosity

Equation
Pa*s
Error! Reference source not found.
(1.16)

Ratio of specific heats

1

1

Density

Equation (1.19)

kg/m^3

Thermal Conductivity

Equation (1.17) and (1.18)

W/(m*K)

Relative permeability

Equation (1.6)
1
Error! Reference source not found.

The mesh used for the following simulations was user defined. The mesh for the
fluid region was made finer then the surrounding sturcture. This fluid region mesh included
boundary layers and was configured for fluid dynamics. The mesh for the magnetic curcuit
was refined around the sharpe edges. The mimimum quality of the mesh as .2238 and the
average quality was .8837, overall the mesh had 103,065 elements.
Simulations in a gravity environment with the magnetic field off show pure natural
convection. Simulations in a gravity environment with the magnetic field on show the
combination of both nautral and thermomagnetic convection. Simulations in a zero gravity
environment and the magnetic field on show pure thermomagnetic convection and
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simulations in zero gravity environment with the magnetic field off show pure conduction
(Table 2-3).
Table 2-3 Simulation scenarios

Gravity

Magnets ON

Magnets OFF

Combine natural and thermomagnetic

Pure natural convection

convection
Zero-Gravity

Pure thermomagnetic convection

Pure conduction

Simulations with the magnets on and off in a zero gravity environment were
compared to see if thermomagnetic convection would be more effective in space than pure
conduction. Comparing natural convection in earth gravity with the magnet off to
thermomagnetic convection in zero-gravity with magnet on shows which will have larger
velocities during convection. If in combination with a larger velocity, the maximum
temperature of the system is lowered, we can show that thermomagnetic convection
enhances heat transfer with larger velocities. Simulations with the magnets on and off in a
gravity environment were compared to see if thermomagnetic convection would enhance
heat transfer in ground testing, and to show if thermomagnetic convection could be
observed in ground testing. Heat transfer enhancement is a lowering of the maximum
temperature in the thruster, specifically near the inner core.

2.2 ILFF Numerical Simulation Results
The simulations below show results after two minutes. Using a Dell Precision
T1700 desk top simulations took one to two days to compute to get results for two to three
minutes of simulation time. Even with the help of a super computer and multiple
processors, up to 16, computation of more than 10 minutes simulation time still took
several days.
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2.2.1 Zero Gravity with Magnet off vs Magnet on
Zero gravity simulations showed (after two minutes) there is no difference in the
maximum temperature of the system, however it does show that when the magnet is on
thermomagnetic convection occurs. The heat flows towards the bottom of the thruster with
the magnet on and thermomagnetic convection occuring, while heat raditates from the heat
source with the magnet off and simple condcution (Figure 2-3). Figure 2-3 shows the
temperature range is 300-320 Kelvin with red being the highest temperature and blue the
coldest. This shows that in two minutes, thermomagnetic convection is forcing movement
in the fluid which moves the heat around the fluid cavity. This movement could reduce the
temperature of the system over time.

a)

b)

Figure 2-3 Temperature (K) plot of 150W heater with 15 A inner coil, 10 A outer coil in
zero gravity with a) magnet on b) magnet off
Zero gravity simulations also showed that the thermomagnetic convection (zero
gravity, magnet on) produces motion in the fluid in zero gravity (Figure 2-4). Figure 2-4
shows the velocity throughout the fluid cavity. Larger velocities are red while zero velocity
is dark blue. There is fluid movement when the magnet is on because of thermomagnetic
convection ocurs, while there is no fluid movement when the magnet is off because there
is nothing causing convection. The maximum velocity of thermomagnetic convection in
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zero gravity (magnet on) was .05 m/s. Even though the maximum temperature of the
system was not lowered, the fluid motion allowed the heat to flow through more fluid,
which if allowed to developed over time could decrease the maximum temperature of the
system.

a)

b)

Figure 2-4 Velocity (m/s) plot of 150W heater with 15 A inner coil, 10 A outer coil in
zero gravity with a) magnet on b) magnet off
A convective cell is a cycle of cooling that occurs. These convective cells could be
any size and have different velocities. Figure 2-4a shows multiple convective cells of
different sizes and velocities. There are small convective cells with low velocities in the
upper right of the cavity and other small convective cells of the same size with higher
velocities in the upper left of the cavity. The figure also shows a large convective cell in
the bottom of the cavity. Over time two or more convective cells could merge, specifically
the bottom cell and the one cell to the upper left.
2.2.2 Earth Gravity with Magnet off vs Zero Gravity with Magnet on
Comparing simulations with the magnet on in a zero gravity, pure thermomagnetic
conduction (Figure 2-5a), with simulations in a gravity enviroment with the magnet off,
pure natural convection and conduction (Figure 2-5c) showed that heat was transported
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differently. Again there was no differnce in the maximum tempearture of the system or
these simulation that are two minutes after w Figure 2-5 shows the temperature in Kelvin
throughout the test thruster with red being the highest temperature and blue the coldest.
Thermomagnetic convection moved the heat more towards the bottom of the cavity, where
natural convection seem to move the heat near the top of the cavity. Natural convection
seem to be sinking heat into the heat source, which is an unintended result.

a)

b)

Figure 2-5 Temperature (K) plot of 150W heater with 15 A inner coil, 10 A outer coil in
a) zero gravity with magnet on b) gravity with magnet off
The zero gravity enviornment with the magent on simulation (Figure 2-6a) and earth
gravity environment with the magnet off simulation (Figure 2-6b) also showed that
thermomagnetic convection will produce a greater velocity then natural convection after
two minutes of thruster operation. The maximum velocity in earth gravity with the magnet
off is .024 m/s and the maximum velocity in zero gravity with the magnet on is .05 m/s.
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a)

b)

Figure 2-6 Velocity (m/s) plot of 150W heater with 15 A inner coil, 10 A outer coil in a)
zero gravity with magnet on b) gravity with magnet off
Figure 2-7 b shows natural convection in earth gravity with the magnet off and the
fluid near the top of the cavity in flowing up towards the heat source. Figure 2-7 a shows
thermomagnetic convection in zero gravity with the magnet on and that fluid flows
generally in a downward direction away from the heat source.

a)

b)

Figure 2-7 Velocity (m/s) arrow plot of 150W heater with 15 A inner coil, 10 A outer coil
in a) zero gravity with magnet on b) earth gravity with magnet off
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2.2.3 Magnetic field strength in Zero Gravity
Recent studies, discussed in chapter one, have shown that the larger the magnetic
field, the larger the heat transfer enhancement. Figure 2-8 shows in zero gravity, with three
different magnetic field settings, that the each setting produces motion in the fluid that
moves the heat away from the heater and towards the bottom of the fluid cavity. Figure 28 shows hot temperatures in red and cooler temperatures in blue; temperature is in Kelvin.
The temperature difference between the magnetic field on and off was zero Kelvin for each
setting. The power input is increased with an increased magnetic field strength because of
the electromagnets. Due to this power increase, the stronger the magnetic field the hotter
the overall system will be. This is the reason figure 2-8 a and d have a higher temperature
then figure 2-8 c and f. There may not be a large temperature difference between the three
different test, but the motion of the fluid is causing the heat to flow towards the cooler
regions of the thruster.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 2-8 Temperature (K) plot of 150W heater in zero gravity with magnet on with a)
20 A inner coil, 15 A outer coil (900 Gauss) b) 15 A inner coil, 10 A outer coil (700
Gauss) c) 10 A inner coil, 5 A outer coil (600 Gauss). With magnet off d) 20 A inner coil,
15 A outer coil e) 15 A inner coil, 10 A outer coil f) 10 A inner coil, 5 A outer coil.
Table 2-4 shows the magnetic field strength and maximum velocity of three
different power settings in zero-gravity conditions. The maximum velocity occurred with
the lowest magnetic field strength. The reason for this could be that the simulations are
only show a snap shot at two minutes. If the simulations where run out for 90 minutes we
would see steady state conditions. Simulation took too much time to compute and where
only run for two minutes of simulation time. However, this does show that there is motion
in the fluid for multiple magnetic field settings.
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Table 2-4 Simulation results
Coil settings

Gravity
settings

Magnet
Setting

Maximum Magnetic
Field (W/ ) Strength
(Gauss)

Maximum Velocity
(m/s)

20 A inner coil
15 A outer coil

ZeroGravity

On

900

.0393

15 A inner coil
10 A outer coil

ZeroGravity

On

700

.05

10 A inner coil
5 A outer coil

ZeroGravity

On

600

.05938

These simulations show thermomagnetic convection will produce a larger velocity
in weaker magnetic fields, but stronger convective cells occur in a stronger magnetic field.
The stronger the cell the higher the velocity of the cell. A cell is seen as a circle or almost
circle in figure 2-9. If the cell is almost circle or oblong, it may indicated that two cells are
merging or fighting against each other. In the upper left hand corner of Figure 2-9c there
is one strong fully developed cell near the middle of the cavity indicited by the red circle
meaning high velocity. On the top of this cell is a faint yellow circle which is a weak
convective cell and lower velocity. In Figure 2-9a there seems to be two merging cells near
the bottom of the cavity, while there are three weak cells in both upper the right and left
side of the cavity.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 2-9 Velocity plot of 150W heater in zero gravity with magnet on with a) 20 A
inner coil, 15 A outer coil b) 15 A inner coil, 10 A outer coil c) 10 A inner coil, 5 A outer
coil
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2.2.4 Earth Gravity with Magnet off vs Magnet on
Earth gravity simulation also showed the maximum system temperaure was the same
in both cases after two mintues (Figure 2-10). Figure 2-10 shows the temperature in Kelvin
with red being the highest temperature and blue the coldest. The combined convective case
shows that the fluid movement causes more of the warmer fluid to move towards to the
cooler bottom of the thruster than natural convection. Natural convection forces warm fluid
up because it is less dense. In this simulation the warmer fluid was forced toward the heat
source in the natural convective case, impeding heat transfer. The combined natural and
thermomagnetic case shows that more warmer fluid was moved towards the bottom of the
thruster helping with heat transfer.

a)

b)

Figure 2-10 Temperature (K) plot of 150W heater with 15 A to the inner coil and
10 A to the outer coil in gravity with a) magnet on b) magnet off
Earth gravity simulations of pure natural convection (earth gravity, magnet off) and
combined natural and thermomagnetic convection (earth gravity, magnet on) show the
largest velocity in the combined convection case (earth gravity, magnet on) (Figure 2-11).
The maximum velocity of the nautral convection is .041 m/s and the maximum velocity of
combined thermomagnetic and nautral convection is .02 m/s (Figure 2-11). This was an
expected reslut but is explained by the fact that thermomagnetic convection is causing the
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fuild to move to lower portion of the cavity. Natural convection is casuing the fluid to move
to the top portion of the caivty due to gravity and bouncy explain in chapter one. In the
lower portion of the fluid cavity during natural convection (magnet off) there is little to no
motion in the fluid in the middle. In the lower portion of the fluid cavity with combined
natural and thermomagnetic convection there is motion in the middle of the cavity. This
shows that more of the fluid is moving in combined natural and thermomagentic convection
then in pure natural convection (Figure 2-11).

a)

b)

Figure 2-11 Velocity (m/s) plot of 150W heater with 15 A to the inner coil and 10 A to
the outer coil in gravity with a) magnet on b) magnet off
Figure 2-12 shows that the direction of flow in natural convection in the sides of
the cavity was up towards the heat source. The flow of the fluid during the combine
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convections was overall weaker then natural convection, but the flow in the side of the
cavity was down due to thermomagnetic convection.

Figure 2-12 Velocity (m/s) arrow plot of 150W heater with 15 A inner coil, 10 A outer
coil in a) earth gravity with magnet off b) earth gravity with magnet on

2.3 Conclusion of ILFF Numerical Results
The simulations showed that the cavity shape, location of the heat source and
magnetic field will lead fluid motion under different gravity conditions and magnetic
settings (Table 2-5). Thermomagnetic convection will cause the fluid to move differently
than the natural convection case. The zero gravity cases showed that thermomagnetic
convection will cause fluid motion at serval different magnetic settings, while conduction
will cause no motion in the fluid in zero gravity. This shows that the proposed ferrofluid
cavity could work in space.
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Table 2-5 Summary of Numerical Simulations Results
Coil settings

Gravity
settings

Magnet Setting Velocity (m/s)

15 A inner coil
10 A outer coil

Earth Gravity

On

.02

Off

.041

15 A inner coil
10 A outer coil

Zero-Gravity

On

.05

Off

0

2.4 Modified EFH1 Ferrofluid
Currently Ionic Liquid Ferrofluids (ILFF) are being used by researchers to develop
small satellite thrusters [36, 37]. Researchers developed this fluid initially for medical
applications[11]. Due to the manufacturing and materials required to create an ILFF it is
expensive. Due to the large quantity of fluid needed for the test thruster experimental tests
were run with a modified Ferrotec EFH1 ferrofluid.
Unlike the ILFF, EFH1 has magnetite nanoparticles. EFH1 nanoparticles are easily
produced, however EFH1 nanoparticles are not temperature sensitive. Ferrotec EFH1
ferrofluid is a fatty acid surfactant ferrofluid with an oil soluble dispersant. EFH1 has a
boiling temperature of 496K (223oC/433°F) and a high vapor pressure that led to
outgassing in vacuum. This dispersant was replaced so the nanoparticles could be used in
experimental testing to show that easily produced iron-based nanoparticles could be used
for heat transfer applications with the right dispersant.
Dodecylbenzene was chosen as the new dispersant because of its lower vapor
pressure and high boiling temperature of 561°K (288°C/550°F). Dodecylbenzene had prior
success as a dispersant in a vacuum for an electrospray application. With a low vapor
pressure, dodecylbenzene can maintain a liquid state at low pressure. Dodecylbenzene’s
boiling temperature was also higher than the original EFH1 dispersant, along with the low
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vapor pressure this allowed for the experiments to reach closer to Curie temperatures while
testing.
Since EFH1 nanoparticles are different from the ILFF, equation (2.1) becomes

M d (T )  13.72(1  3.01e 6T 2 )

(2.1)

Magnetite Fe3O4 Curie temperature is around 850 K ( 577oC/1070oF); however, due to the
coating and the size of the particle, Ortega states that the Curie temperature of the bulk
magnetite is lowed when the nanoparticles are created and coated with surfactant [27, 38].
According to Ortega’s. in equation (2.1) the Curie temperature of nanoparticles is around
575K (Figure 2-13) [27].

Figure 2-13 Magnetic saturation of the bulk magnetite particles

2.5 Modified EFH1 Numerical Simulation Results
Simulations were modified to see if the modified EFH1 would cool the test thruster
(Figure 2-14). The earth gravity simulations show there is a noticed temperature difference
between tests with natural convection and combined natural and thermomagnetic
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convection with the modified EFH1 ferrofluid. Figure 2-14 is a snap shot of the temperature
and velocity 30 minutes after turning on the heater. Due to low force on the fluid by the
magnet there was only a maximum velocity of .00182 m/s with the magnet on. This lowed
velocity and force by the magnet led to faster simulation times. Simulations with EFH1 in
an earth gravity environment showed a velocity of .00182 m/s with the magnet on and of
0.00465 m/s with the magnet off. The maximum temperature with the magnet on was 500
K, and the maximum temperature with the magnet off was 554 K. This 54-degree
temperature difference and strong magnetic field (650-700 Gauss in the gap of the annular
channel) are ideal conditions for thermomagnetic convective cooling (Figure 2-14).
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a)

c)

b)

d)

Figure 2-14 150W heater with 15 A to the inner coil power, 10 A to the outer coil.
Thermal (K) picture of test device with EFH1 Mod2 with gravity and a) magnet on b)
magnet off. Velocity (m/s) plot of test device with gravity and c) magnet on d) magnet
off.
The above test shows after 30 minutes with the magnet on, the system achieved a
lower maximum system temperature and a lower maximum velocity than natural
convection (Figure 2-14). However, the expectation was that natural and thermomagnetic
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convection fluid motion would combine and produce a higher velocity than just natural
convection. Fluid motion in the natural convective case was concentrated in the lower
portion of the fluid cavity. Figure 2-15 shows an arrow plot of the velocity magnitude and
directions. In the combined convective case the fluid motion on the left-hand side of the
cavity is stronger than the natural convective case and is also moving downward; this
downward motion is counter to the motion in the bottom half of the cavity, this could slow
down the motion within the bottom convective cell. In the natural convective case the fluid
motion was upward; this could be a reason the bottom convective cell is stronger than the
combined convective case.

a)

b)

Figure 2-15 Arrow surface of velocity magnitude and direction. a) magnet on b) magnet
off
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3 Experimental Testing
3.1 Test Thruster
The test thruster modeled the geometry and thermal attributes of a real Hall-effect
thruster (HET) to validate the computational models described later in this chapter. This
model was not meant to operate like an actual thruster. The test thruster was made of
general purpose low carbon steel (Figure 3-1).
The steel components that made up the ferrofluid cavity were welded together to
ensure a sealed cavity; this cavity is green in Figure 3-1. The remaining steel parts were
spot-welded together. The blue top outer piece and purple top inner piece were spot-welded
to the fluid cavity. The two electromagnetic coils are brown (Figure 3-1). The dark gray
outer wall assembly was spot-welded together and slid in place after the coil was wrapped
around the outside of the fluid cavity. The light gray piece is the inner core and was slid in
place after the inner coil was wrapped around it. The inner core and outer wall assembly
were held in place by the coils. The dark red piece is the copper top that replicated the
channel of a Hall-effect thruster. The black piece in the middle of the thruster is the
ferrofluid. The other two small black pieces near the copper top are the O-ring seals for the
fluid cavity.
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Figure 3-1 SolidWorks cross-section view of the test thruster
The coils are enamel coated copper wire. Each electromagnet coil had two layers.
The electromagnets were counter wound so that the same power was put into the system
while the electromagnets were not producing a magnetic field. In normal HETs a few
hundred gauss was required in the channel for the thruster to operate [25].
The channel where the process occurs to create thrust was created within the copper
top (Figure 3.2a and b). This was secured to the rest of the thruster by 20 outer screws and
six inner screws that created the seal for the fluid cavity. In a typical HET, this would have
been made of boron nitride to insulate the thruster and provide protection from ionic
collisions that occur during operations. Copper simulated heat conduction that happens at
high temperatures. The fluid cavity was sealed with two O-rings, a Viton inner seal and a
Kalrez outer seal, between the copper channel and the top of the steel fluid cavity, (Figure
3-2c). The inner seal sees the highest temperature and required a more robust seal. The
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fluid cavity was filled through two holes on the bottom of the devices. These holes were
sealed with self-sealing hex bolts with Viton O-rings.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 3-2 a) underside of the copper channel b) top view of copper channel c) top view
of the fluid cavity with seals
A heater rope was wrapped around the channel created in the copper (Figure 3-2b).
The heater rope is a current carrying wire that could produce its own magnetic field, to
avoid this the rope was counter wrapped. The heater rope was later replaced with two heater
ropes, counter wound to decrease the magnetic field produced by the ropes. The magnetic
field produced by this setup was less than one gauss. This heater replicated heat created by
the ionic reaction that occurs during normal operations of a HET.
Six K-type thermocouples were place on the test model to capture temperature
throughout the device (Figure 3-3). These thermocouples where read by a data acquisition
system and processed by LabView.

Post processing was done in Matlab. Two

thermocouples were placed near the inner coil on the fluid wall, one on top of the coil
windings (Figure 3-4a). The outer coil thermocouple was placed underneath the coil
touching the outside of the fluid wall. Another thermocouple was placed in a hole created
on the top of the inner core to obtain the temperature near the critical part of the magnetic
circuit (Figure 3-4b). This placement allowed for three measurements near the core, the
location that is the hottest. Another thermocouple was placed on the bottom of the device
located in between the two fluid walls (Figure 3-4c). The last thermocouple was placed
near the outer edge of the copper top.
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Figure 3-3 Axisymmetric drawing of the HET with thermocouple locations

a)

b)

Figure 3-4 a) Inner coil thermocouples b) Top surface thermocouples c) Bottom surface
thermocouple
The device was set up in the Condensable Propellant Facility at the Ion Space
Proplusion Lab at Michigan Technological University (Figure 3 -5b). The annular channel
was orientated towards the ceiling allowing for even distrubution of gravity within the fluid
cavity from top to bottom. The device was not thermaly isolated; it was placed on two
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pieces of unistruct which were in contact with the tank. The tank wall temperature was
maintained at nearly room temperature.

a)

b)

Figure 3-5 a) Assembled test thruster b) Test thruster setup in the Condensable Propellant
Facility

3.2 Limitations of Modified EFH1 Ferrofluid
EFH1 Ferrofluid was modified to obtain a fluid that could withstand higher
temperatures at vacuum. The carrier fluid of the EFH1 was evaporated which left a paste
with trace amounts of the EFH1 dispersant, an oil-based fluid. The first ferrofluid mixture
called, modification one (EFH1 Mod 1), was equal amounts of dodecylbenzene to equal
amounts of EFH1 evaporated. This made the first mixture almost the same concertation of
ferrofluid as the original EFH1, which was estimated at about 3-15% nanoparticles by
volume. Another mixture was created with a 2.3g of EFH1 paste to 1 ml of
Dodecylbenzene, making a second modification of EFH1 (EFH1 Mod 2). This second
mixture was the highest concentration of nanoparticles that would maintain a viscous fluid
and not form a paste that would impede fluid flow. The material properties of the EFH1
were modified due to the dodecylbenzene (Table 3-1).
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Table 3-1 Material properties for test ferrofluid
Property

Dodecylbenzene EFH1 Mod 1

EFH1 Mod 2

Units

Dynamic
Viscosity

.009773
@273K*

Eq. (1.16)

Eq. (1.16)

Pa*s

.002811 @322K
Ratio of
specific
heats

1

1

1

1

Density

900

1050**

1550**

Kg/m^3

Thermal
.151049707*
Conductivity

.169 (see Eq.
(1.17) and
(1.18))

.2 (see Eq. (1.17) and
(1.18) )

W/(m*K)

Relative
permeability

.9999992

Eq. (1.6)

Eq. (1.6)

1

Volume
Fraction

0

.15

.5

1

*Cameo Chemicals https://cameochemicals.noaa.gov/chris/DDB.pdf
** Measured values, equation (1.19) for simulations
While conducting initial testing in the test thruster with 150W heater and 15 A to
the inner coil and 10A to the outer coil the fluid seals would break. A volume expansion
test of the dodecylbenzene was conducted. Multiple sources did not have all the material
properties for dodecylbenzene, specifically volumetric expansion coefficient (Table 3-2).
A volumetric expansion test was run with the EFH1 Mod 1. While heating the fluid at
rough vacuum, the surface of the fluid was observed to have created a hard surface, the
surface tension of the fluid increased to such an extent as to appear like a hard or sealed
surface. Around 60°C a bubble broke through this hard surface, this buddle caused a sudden
vaporization that shot ferrofluid more than four feet on to the vacuum chamber celling, no
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expansion was observed. The bubble may have been trapped gas or the start of
vaporization.
Table 3-2 Vapor Pressure of Dodecylbenzene
Source

Vapor Pressure (Pa)

Vapor Pressure (Torr)

ACD/Labs

0.0+39 Pa at 25oC

0.0+0.3 Torr at 25oC

EPISuite

0.0581 Pa at 25oC

.000436 Torr at 25oC

CAMEO Chemicals

28260.3465 Pa

211.97 Torr

HSDB

.006799 Pa at 25oC

.000051 Torr at 25oC

ILO-ICSC

<10 Pa at 20oC

<.075 Torr at 20oC

To determine the cause of the sudden vaporization at much lower temperatures than
expected, a volume expansion test was run on the dodecylbenzene. Several sources stated
different vapor pressures for dodecylbenzene (Table 3-2) [39, 40]. During the pressure
decrease (pump down process) of the vacuum chamber the dodecylbenzene bubbled, as if
to release all the gas trapped in the fluid (outgas). Once stable at rough vacuum the test
showed that the dodecylbenzene boiled at 110℃ at a pressure of 200 mTorr. The test also
showed that the fluid only expanded by 2.5%by volume throughout the test.
A volumetric expansion test of EFH1 Mod 2 showed that the ferrofluid initially
bubbled like dodecylbenzene while pumping down to rough vacuum. During the heating
process, the ferrofluid boiled obscuring the view of the volume, no expansion could be
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observed. EFH1 Mod 2 however did not suddenly vaporize like EFH1 Mod 1, rather the
dodecylbenzene evaporated leaving the nanoparticles and little fluid.
Boiling occurs when the vapor pressure above the fluid is the same as the fluid. For
test conducted with pure dodecylbenzene, the fluid boiled at 110oC at 200 mTorr. The
Clausius-Clapeyron equation relates vapor pressure to temperature.

P(T )

P(T1 ) 
e

0
H  1 1 
*  
R  T1 T0 

(3.1)

Using this equation, we can now find the vapor pressure at any temperature.
temperature we are trying to find the vapor pressure at P( ),

is the

is the initial temperature.

We also know the vapor pressure at room temperature P( ). R is the gas constant at 8.315
J/(K*mol) and ΔH is the enthalpy of vaporization at 55,100 J/mol.
Using equation (3.1) and published vapor pressures (Table 3-2) figure (3-6) shows
a plot of the published value vapor pressures versus temperature. If the tested
dodecylbenzene vaporized at 110oC at 200 mTorr the calculated vapor pressure would have
been around .0014 torr, the dash dot line in figure 3-6 shows this calculated value from the
dodecylbenzene test. The closest published vapor pressure value to that of the tested fluid
is .000436 torr, meaning that the tested fluid was .000264 torr larger, a 45% error.
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Figure 3-6 Vapor pressure of dodecylbenzene
The cause of the sudden vaporization in the EFH1 Mod 1 could be due to the
uncertainty of the vapor pressure. The sudden vaporization could have also been caused by
the additions of the EFH1 nanoparticles and the trace amounts of the oil-based dispersant
could have also cause the decreased vapor pressure of the fluid. Due to the nonlinear
volumetric expansion test of EFH1 Mod 1, experimental test were limited to maximum
temperature of no more than 60oC.

3.3 Experiment Results
Two identical tests with the conditions above of a 15W heater, 8 A to the inner coil
producing 45W of power, and 6 A to the outer coil producing 33W of power for a total
power input of 93W were run. This is different from the simulation above because of the
length of wire leading into the coils. In the experimental setup this additional wire adds
resistance and increases the power needed by +5 watts.
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Figure 3-7 shows individuals plots for each thermocouple. This test shows the top
of the inner core is the hottest part of the thruster. The inner coil temperatures are similar
as they are both located on the coil. The thermocouple on the top of the inner core is the
next hottest temperature. This means that test conditions are similar to thermal conditions
that occur during thruster’s operations.
This test also shows that the predicted 18-degree temperature difference between
the top and bottom of the thruster is 30°C. One reason for this is the ideal mating that occurs
in the simulations. COMSOL assume no air gaps or rigid surface that occur in the realworld surface matting. Another reason for the large difference in predicted temperatures is
that one of the boundary conditions in the simulations maybe slightly off the real-world
properties. For example, the dynamic viscosity of the fluid is computed using the equations
in chapter one, but the actual fluid viscosity could be quite different.
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Figure 3-7 15W heater, 8 A inner Coil, 6 A outer coil, EFH1 Mod 2 ferrofluid. a) top
inner coil thermocouple b) bottom inner coil thermocouple c) outside inner core
thermocouple d) bottom surface thermocouple e) top copper thermocouple f) bottom
outer coil thermocouple
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Thermocouples are accurate within +1.5 degrees. Thermocouples also have noisy
signals, which is made worse by the length of wire the signal is transmitted through. This
noise increased the error of the thermocouple to 2-3 degrees. The wire length could not be
shortened and the location of the test thruster in the tank was optimal for running multiples
test.
Several different tests were run with different current to the coils, which varied the
magnetic field strength, different heater power setting, and two different concentrations of
fluid. All the variations had the same result; little to no noticeable difference between the
magnet on and the magnet off (Table 3-3). Coil settings of 10 A for the inner coil and 8 A
for the outer coil was the maximum setting that allowed for more than five minutes of
testing before reaching 60°C. Each test showed that the magnet on and the magnet off were
within 1.5 to 3 degrees of each other.

Table 3-3 Summary of Test
Current to outer

Current to inner

Magnetic Field (G)

Coil (A)

Coil (A)

10

8

160

8

6

144

6

4

120

4

2

98

2

1
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These tests did not show whether thermomagnetic convection occurred or not. If
thermomagnetic convection occurred, it did not have a large enough temperature difference
or magnetic field to produce an enhancement in heat transfer that was greater than natural
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convection. There was no designed capability to measure the velocity within the ferrofluid
cavity.
The initial test had the test thruster with the channel pointed towards the celling.
Several tests were conducted with the channel pointed down. This was to see if natural
convection was hindering the thermomagnetic convection or the position of the heat source
was in the wrong location as discussed in Bohzo research in chapter one [19, 27]. These
tests did not show any noticeable difference from pervious test (Figure 3-8). This test is
like the previous test results.
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Figure 3-8 15W heater, 8 A inner coil, 6 A outer coil, EFH1 mod 2 ferrofluid, test
thruster pointed down. a) top inner coil thermocouple b) bottom inner coil thermocouple
c) outside inner core thermocouple d) bottom surface thermocouple e) top copper
thermocouple f) bottom outer coil thermocouple
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The bottom outer coil temperature is warmer then the upright test (Figure 3-7 and
3-8). This occurred because of the orientation of the thruster. The outer coil thermocouple
was located on the bottom on the thruster. In the upright test the warm fluid was forced
toward the heat source due to gravity. In the downward pointing case, the warmer fluid was
forced toward the bottom of the thruster and away from the heat source. The downward
orientation did not show that thermomagnetic convection was hindered.
As stated above in chapter one, research indicated that the magnetic field and the
temperature gradient had to be large enough to see the onset and the dominance of
thermomagnetic convection. Due to the limitation of the modified ferrofluid in this test
setup it did not allow thermomagnetic convection to dominate the convective cell and did
not enhance heat transfer.
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4 Analysis and Conclusion
A Hall-effect thruster’s magnetic circuit must be kept cool and under the Curie
temperature for the thruster to operate. Recent research shows that the hottest component
of the thruster is near the top of the inner core. Recent research has attempted to cool the
thruster by adding additional heats sinks. This study attempted to cool this component with
a ferrofluid cavity designed to fit in an existing void in the thruster.
Roissenwieg developed an equation for the force the magnet applies to the
nanoparticles within the fluid, known as the body force (1.1)(1.12)(1.13). However, the
magnetic saturation of the nanoparticles is different than the bulk magnetic material
because of the surfactant coating as show by Orteag. This difference resulted in a
temperature dependent equation for both magnetic saturation and magnetization of the
fluid, creating a body force equation with a complex temperature dependence and magnetic
field strength dependence.
Hall Effect thrusters reach temperature around 900K. Iron oxide and other
derivations have been used in ferrofluids, iron oxide particles are easy to produce
nanoparticles and have a curie temperature around 700 K. However, the typical fluid used
for dispersants have a decomposition temperature much lower than 700 K. Ionic liquid
decomposition temperature is near 700 K. Using ionic liquids in ferrofluids allows the use
of iron oxide nanoparticles and the ability to obtain a ferrofluid with an overall higher curie
temperature. This higher temperature allows the nanoparticles to reach a point where there
is a significant difference in magnetic susceptibility that occurs near the Cure temperature
of the nanoparticles. The advantage of allowing the temperature of the fluid to reach near
the Curie temperature is that there is a greater effect form thermomagnetic convection as
discussed in chapter one.
This study showed numerically, using COMSOL Multiphysics, that a Hall-Effect
thruster could potential be cooled with the designed ferrofluid cavity in zero gravity
conditions using an Ionic Liquid Ferrofluid (ILFF). Simulations show that in zero gravity
conditions within the first two minutes of heating thermomagnetic convection creates
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motion in the cavity. Due to the limited duration of the simulation it did not show a
temperature difference between simulations without the thermomagnetic effect, pure
conduction, and thermomagnetic convection.
ILFFs are not easy to produce and are thus very expensive. Due to the amount
needed to fill the cavity an alternative ferrofluid was used for testing. EFH1 dispersant was
replaced with dodecylbenzene, to replicate ILFF properties. The volume expansion test of
the modified EFH1 showed that the ferrofluid could not withstand temperatures of more
than 60oC. The magnetic field and heater power were lowered due to above stated
temperature limitation of 60oC.
Refined simulations show thermomagnetic convection occurred with that
limitations. Figure (4-1) shows the maximum temperature with the magnet on was 331 K
and with the magnet off was 349 K. Figure (4-1) also shows that the low magnetic field
and low heater power resulted in an 18 Kelvin temperature difference. Research discussed
in chapter one has shown that thermomagnetic convection can occur with only an 18 Kelvin
temperature difference and less.

a)

b)

Figure 4-1 Thermal plot with 15W heater, 8 A to the inner coil and 4 A to the outer coil
with gravity and a) magnet on b) magnet off.
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The velocity of the fluid under the influence of both gravity and the magnetic body
force in Yang’s papers, discussed in chapter one, was .01 m/s (10mm/s). For the earth
gravity simulations with EFH1 Mod 2, the maximum velocity with the magnet on was
.00027 m/s (.27 mm/s) and with the magnet off was .00125 m/s (.125 mm/s) (Figure 4-2).
The velocity with the EFH1 Mod 2 showed a much lower velocity.

a)

b)

Figure 4-2 Velocity plot of test conditions of 15W heater, 6 A inner 4 A outer coil
with gravity and a) magnet on b) magnet off.
The refined EFH1 Mod 2 simulations show the natural convective cell is concentrated
on the bottom of the fluid cavity. As discussed above, thermomagnetic convective cells are
moving in the opposite direction of natural convection and reducing the velocity of the
convective cell in the combined convective case. The natural convective case seems to be
concentered near the bottom of the inner coil. In this setup the power in the inner coil is 23
W which is almost double the power of the 15 W heater. The velocity is lowered in the
combined convective case and which could mean that thermomagnetic convection is
slowing the natural convective cell down as discussed in the simulations results section of
chapter two (Figure 4-3).
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a)

b)

Figure 4-3 Arrow surface of the velocity magnitude and directions a) magnet on b)
magnet off
There are also three heat sources in test thruster, the two electromagnets and the heat
source in the channel. Under the above simulation conditions, there is 23W and 17W of
power input form the inner and outer coil respectively and 15W of power for the heater for
55W of power for the system. The power in the inner coil is more than the heater, which
seems to have increased the convective currents in the bottom region of the thruster.
The magnetic field strength at these settings in the gap of the annular channel was at a
maximum of 500 Gauss. The temperature difference as seen from the simulation is only 18
Kelvins. According to previously discussed research and the above simulations, the
temperature difference is large enough to induce thermomagnetic convection, but not large
enough for maximum effectiveness of thermomagnetic convection for heat transfer.
However, experimental test did not show that thermomagnetic convection was
dominate or that it even occur. Experiments were run with a modified simple ferrofluid.
This modification was meant to decrease the vapor pressure and increase the fluids ability
to withstand heat. Testing of the modified fluid showed unpredicted boiling temperature at
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rough vacuum of 60°C. Simulations showed an 18 Kelvin difference, however experiments
with the modified fluid did not show results of an enhancement of heat transfer.
The Curie temperature of magnetite is 858K (585°C) or 575K (301°C) and the boiling point
of dodecylbenzene is 561K (288oC). The operating temperature at the lower power settings
does not allow for a large difference in magnetic susceptibility. To have the greatest
difference in magnetic susceptibility, the Curie temperature of nanoparticles need to be
lower than boiling temperature of the fluid. Upadhyay synthesized a temperature sensitive
ferrofluid with Curie temperature around 340K (66oC) [30]. For application in a HET with
maximum operating temperature around 800K, having a ferrofluid with a Curie
temperature around 810K would be optimal. These experiments further prove that ILFFs
are ideal for this application.
Ferrofluid designs has room for further exploration. The nanoparticles, surfactant
and dispersant. The nanoparticles should be chosen so that the curie temperature of the
particles with the surfactant coating is near the maximum temperature of the application.
The dispersant then needs to be choose so that the break down temperature is higher than
the Curie temperature of the nanoparticles. Iron oxide nanoparticles are easy to produce
and have a high Curie temperature. The ferrofluid than needs to be tested to ensure a stable
ferrofluid. The experimental dispersant in this study did not behave how it was expected to
with the addition of the nanoparticles and resulted low temperature tolerance.
Recent trends in Hall effect thruster research has been studies on making them
smaller and more efficient. With this trend further research on cooling the thruster should
be conducted with miniature thruster. This would allow for the use of ILFF.
Thermomagnetic convection has numerical shown to induce motion within the
fluid and move heat away from the hottest part of a Hall-effect thruster with a cavity
designed within the existing void of the thruster. This study did not show or prove that
this application works experimentally.
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